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Top marks to CEOQ for the success of ACEC'91. You can read a little about 
the Logo part of the conference in this issue. 

The main theme of this edition is extending LogoWriter. Earlier versions of 
Logo could be extended with buried packages of utility procedures to draw circles, 
drive hardware Turtles and so on. The tradition continues with LogoWritcr. which 
makes some extensions easier, through the use of the screen as data, others more 
difficult, because primitives cannot be redefined. 

The article by Bill Kerr I've hijacked from material for a future edition of the 
CEOSA Quarterly. The Constructionism/lnstructionism debate is an important current 
issue, and the ideas deserve to be widely spread. 

The next edition may be ready as soon as next month. There's a major 
ACEC'91 piece ready to go; all it needs now is your contribution. 
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Extending Logo Writer 1, a TC Logo Emulator 

As the power and memory of machines increases, so do the features of 
LogoWriter: Features that were once in separate versions, like the primitives in 
LogaExpress, are incorporated to make LogoEnsemble. Given time, the LEGO 
primitives will be integrated too. In the meantime this set of procedures, used as a tools 
page, will allow some control from the Apple version of Logo Writer'. 

There are some limitations: SETPOWER, FLASH, TIMER, TIMER#, RESETT 
and RESETT# are not implemented, and COUNTER works only for port 62. (The port 
7 counter could be used as a random number generator.) If you tum a port off, you will 
have to TALKTO it again before you can tum it on once more. 

Because STARTUP doesn't work with tools pages, you must call Legoinit to 
initialise the system. You could call it from the STARTUP of your page. The address of 
the interface is kept as a global variable. As shown here, it's for slot 2. For slot 4 it is 
49344 (the formula is :portAddress := 49280 + slotNumber * 16). 

LEGO TC LOgo emulator 
P J Carter, l987 •• 9l 

TO Legoinit 
Globals 
.DEPOSIT :portAddress + 3 l 
.DEPOSIT :portAddress + 2 63 
.DEPOSIT :portAddress + l 0 
.DEPOSIT :portAddress + ll 32 
.DEPOSIT :portAddress 0 
AO 
SHOW "!Interface initialised.! 
END 

TO Globals 
MAKE "current [1] 
MAKE "inBit 6 
MAKE "0 0 
MAKE "1 0 
MAKE "2 0 
MAKE "3 0 
MAKE "4 0 
MAKE "5 0 
MAKE •ports [A B C) 
MAKE "A "0 
MAKE "B "0 
MAKE "C "0 
MAKE "old.A "F 
MAKE "oldB "F 
MAKE "oldC "F 
MAKE •portAddress 49312 
END 

To turn things on or off, ports must be addressed with Tall<~To, eg TalkTo [a 3 
5] orTalkTo "B ... 

TO •ralk'ro :bltn 
MilKE •currenL Chock Caps :bits 
ENll 

I If you're a PC expert, please revise these procedures for the MS-DOS woriJ and send us a copy for 
publication. 
2 Someone who knows a lot more about the 6522 than I do might like to try writing these. 



TO '1"1'0 :bits 
TalkTo :bits 
END 

TO Check :bits 
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IF EMPTY? :bits [OP []] 
IF "1\ • P'IR!I'r :bitu 

[MAKE 0 1\ :oldA 
IFELSE :1\ • "F 

[OP SE 0 Check BF :bits) 
[OP SE l Check 8F :bits)] 

IF "B • FIRST :bits 
[MAKE "B :oldB 

IFELSE :8 • "F 
(OP SE 2 Check 8F :bits) 
[OP SE l Check 8F :bits)) 

IF •c • FIRST :bits 
(MAKE "C :oldC 

IFELSE :C • "F 
(OP SE 4 Check BF :bits] 
[OP SE 5 Check 8F :bits)) 

OP SE FIRST :bits Check BF :bits 
END 

TO Caps :bits 
IF EMPTY? :bits (OP (]) 
OP SE UpperCase FIRST :bits Caps 8F :bits 
END 

TO UpperCase :char 
OP IFELSE (ASCII :char) > 92 

[CHAR (ASCII :char) - 32) 
[:char) 

END 

... and then turned On or Off, or ODP'or a specified time: 

TO On 
Set :current 1 
OUt 
END 

TO OnFor :time 
On 
WAIT :time 
Off 
END 

TO Off 
IF OR ( AND 10 • 1 :A • •F I 

( AND :1 • 1 :A • "R I 
(MAKE •oldA :A MAKE "A 0 0) 

IF OR AND :2 • 1 :8 • "F ) 
AND :J - 1 IB - •R I 
(MAKE "oldB :B MAKE "B "0) 

IF OR AND :4 • 1 :C • •F ) 
AND :4 ~ 1 :C • "R ) 
(MAICE "OldC :C MAKE "C "0) 

Set :current o 
OUt 
END 
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TO Set :current :value 
IF EMPTY? :current (STOP) 
MAKE FIRST :current :value 
set BF :current :value 
END 

TO OUt 
.DEPOSIT :portAddress convert 0 1 
END 

TO Convert :bit :placeValue 
IF abit > 5 (OP 0) 
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OP ( THING abit ) * aplacevalue + Convert :bit + 1 :placeValue 
* :1 
END 

To switch everything off, AO for all off (You might even like WHEN "Q [AO) in 
Legoinit): 

TO AO 
,DEPOSIT :portAddress 0 
Set (O 1 :1 3 4 5) o 
TalkTo • 
MAXB "A •o MAXB "B •o MAXB •c "0 
END 

To make things start in a particular direction ... 

TO SetEven 
IF NOT 0 • :A 

(IF :A • •R (Swap "A "F 0 1)) 
IF NOT 0 • :B 

(IF :B • "R (Swap "B "F :1 JJI 
IF NOT 0 • :C 

(IF tC • •R (Swap •c "F 4 5) l 
END 

TO SetOdd 
IF NOT 0 • :A 

(IF tA • "F (Swap "A "R 1 Oil 
IF NOT 0 • :B 

(IF :B • "F (Swap "B "R 3 211 
IF NOT 0 • :C 

(IF :C • *F (Swap •c "R 5 4J) 
END 

•• or reverse while running: 

TO RD 
Reverse :ports TO Reverse :ports 
END IFELSE :A • "F 

(Swap •A "R 1 OJ 
[IF :A • "R (Swap 

IFELSE :B • "F 
(Swap •a "R 3 21 
(IF IB - •R [Swap 

11"El.Sli: tC • .... 
[Swap •c "R 5 4} 
{IF :C • "R (Swap 

Set :current 1 
OUt 
END 

"A "F 0 11 I 

"1.1 "F 2 3}} 

•c •F 4 511 

I 
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TO swap :port :newDir :newBit :oldBit 
HAKE :port :newoir 
HAKE :oldBit 0 
HAKE •current Exchange :newBit :oldBit :current 
END 

TO Exchange :new :old :object 
IF EMP'l'Y? :object lOP •1 
IF :old • FIRST :object [OP SB :new BP :object) 
OP SE FIRST :object Exchange :new :old BP :object 
END 
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Sensors are 'woken up' with ListenTo, either 6 or 7. If you just want to sense rather 
than count, 7 is preferable. 

TO ListenTO :bit 
HAKE •inait :bit 
END 

TO LTO :bit 
ListenTO :bit 
END 

Sensor? reports either a TRUE or FALSE 

TO Sensor? 
OP IPELSE 7 • :inBit (Bit7?) (Bit6?) 
END 

TO Bit6? 
HAKE •bits .EXAMINE :portAddress 
IF :bits > 127 

{OP IPELSE I :bits • 128 I > 63 
{ •TRUE) (•FALSEJI 

OP IPELSE :bits > 63 ["TRUE) (•FALSE) 
END 

TO Jlit7? 
OP fPELSB 

(.EXAMINE :portAddress l > 127 
I "TRUE) I "FALSE) 

counter reports a list, eg [24 347]. Use only the fii'St number (port 6), and reset 
the counter with Resetc. 

TO counter 
OP SE 65535 • 

I I .EXAMINE :portAddreee + 8) + 
256 * I .EXAMINE :portAddress + 9) l 

(.EXAMINE :portAddrese + 41 + 
I ,EXAMINE :portAddress + 5) 

TO ResetC 
.DEPOSIT :portAddress + 8 255 
.DEPOSIT cportAddress + 9 255 
BND 

With this next procedure you can write expressions like WaitUntil [(FIRST 
counter) > 36) 
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TO WaitUntil :condition 
IF RUN :condition [STOP] 
waitUntil :condition 
END 
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Should you buy LogoWriterorTC Logo? Yes. Don'texpectone to do the work 
of the other. LogoWnter has all the graphics and can be extended, as here, to drive 
external devices. TC Logo does the best job of driving the LEGO hardware, but is 
missing some graphics primitives. To get the best of both worlds you need both. 

'tiie652:rvTA 
The 6522 VIA (Versatile Interface Adaptor) is a flexible interface chip with two 

input/output ports, two 16 bit timers and serial to parallel/parallel to serial shift register, 
16 registers in all. 

Each bit of the two 8 bit UO ports can be used for either input or output, 
depending on the settings of the data direction registers. On the LEGO interface, like the 
BBC Micro User Port, l/0 register B is the one used, and the data direction register is 
set with the bit pattern 00111111 (63 1o), 0 for input, I for output. 

. The timer used by these procedures counts down from 11111111111111112 
(6553510) 

A Logo Writer Timer 

These procedures come from Adam Smith at MLC in Melbourne, and are for 
the PC version of Logo Writer. Note the method of adding leading zeros: 

to reset.timer 
.deposit 1132 0 
end 

to timer 
make •ns int((.examine 1132) I 18.2042) 
make •m int(:ns I 60) 
make •s :ns - :m * 60 
if (count :s) • l [make •s word •o :s] 
if (count :m) - 1 [make •m word •o :m] 
op (se :m •: :s) 
end 

The Bug stops here 

1 The 'Queensland state school' mentioned on p IS of our last issue should have been 
Coombabah. Apologies to Karen Hallett who pointed it out, et at. 

2 Trouble with LogoExpress autodialling? (When is Hayes compatible not Hayes 
compatible?) To ATDP (pulse) or ATDT (tone) you need to add 89 for 2400 bps or 
87 for 1200, like U1is: ATB9DP or ATB7DT, or whatever combination you need. 

t.t 
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Extending Logo Writer 2, Hypertext Tools 

The Mac version of Gary Stager's Logo Writer hypertext tools. The Apple/PC 
version was published in Sunrise Notes, Vol 1 No 4. 

Dug-Fixes for Cary S. Stager's Logo Writer 
HyperText Program Designed for Mac 
Logo Writer. 

Put the following procedures on a page named. 
HYPERTEXTTOOt.S. 

Hit shilt·option·Z while on a word to link to a paJC 

Hit shilt·option·Q 10 go 10 the ftrSt page of your hyper• 
text/database 

Hit shift·option-P to go to the previous page 

Hit shift-option·X for a list of these keys 

GP "HYPETOOL to begin a new hypcncxt document 

When you would like to work on an already stancd hy· 
pcncxt document 

YOU MUST always begin working on your story/ 
hypencxl/databasc from the fint page you crc:ued. 

(C) 1990-91 Gary S. Stager 

to cursunder 
cf select cb 
OP selected 
end 

to findspace.b 
if lor Ctextpos • 01 Ccursunder • 
char 321 (cursunder = char 131 punc
tuation?) (make •word.start textpos + 
1 stop! · 
unselect cb 
findspace. b 
end 

to findspace. f 
if lor ltextpos • textlenl.punctua
.tion? lcursunder • char J21 (curaun• 
der • char 1311 (make •word.end text-
pos stop) · 
unselect cf 
findapace. f 
end 

to punctuation? 
op member? cursunder {, . ? •J 
end 

to getword 
findspace. b 
cf 
findspace.f 
unselect 
settextpos :word.start 

select 
settextpos :word.end 
cut 
end 

to allcaps 
cut 
insert cap clipboard 
end 

to cap :word 
if empty? :word {op •J 
if (ascii first :wordl > 90 (op word 
(char (ascii first :word) - 321 cap 
bf :word! 
op word first :word cap bf :word 
end 

to link 
getword 
all caps 
make •previous :current 
if member? firstS clipboard pagelist 
(gp firstS clipboard make •current 
clipboard stop) 
new link 
end 

to newlink 
savepage cp 
np firstS clipboard 
make •current clipboard 
end 

to ready? 
cc 
type (Hit a key when you are done 
reading the instructions! 
ignore readchar 
cc 
end 

TO ADD.STAATUP 
IF FRONT? (FLIP) 
PR [TO STARTUP). 
PR SE (HAKE "FIRSTPAGE) word •• 
:CURRENT. · 
PR (GETTOOLS "HYPERTEXTTOOLS) 
pr (END) 
pr II 
FLIP 
END 

to new 
cc 
getpagename 
end 
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to getpagename 
type Cse char 13 (What would you like 
to name this paqe?l char 321 
make •current first readlistcc 
if member? :current paqelist (type se 
char 13 (Already used ... please 
choose another name) getpagename 
stop) 
np firstS :current 
make "firstpage :current 
cc 
ADD.STARTUP 
end 

to startup 
if not page • •hypertexttools (stop} 
ready? 
newpage 
gettools "hypertexttools 
setevenc.s 
new 
end 

to ? 
cc 
type se (shift·option·Z • Link shift· 
option•P • Previous Page shift· 
option-Q • First Page shift·option·X 
• Help) char 13 
end 

to previous 
make "last :current 
gp :previous 
make •current :previous 
make •previous :last 
end 

to setevents 
when •p (previous) 
when • z (link) 
when •q (gp :firstpage) 
when •x (?) 
end 

to procedure? :thing 
if front? (flip) 
top 
search (word •to char 32 :thing) 
flip 
op found? :thing 
end 

Tite f irst8 procedure was wriuen for DOS versions 
11f this pro11rnm RIKI nctulllly limils lite name of the page 
to 15 characters in the Macintosh version. I was just 
100 lazy 10 change the procedW'C name. 

to firstS :word 

if (count :wordl < 15 (op :word) 
op firstS bl :word 
end 

to ignore :thing 
end 

A Talking Alphabet 

An example of a Mac Logo Writer Hypencxt Proi!RJ11 
in which you can teach the computer 10 say the name ol 
aletiCI' when clicked on by lhe mouse. 

U the computer does not recognize the word, you can 
teach it and it will remember. , 

This program requin:s sound impon capability on your 
Maeimosh. 

to go 
pu 
setpos mousepos 
if button? [check) 
go 
end 

to check 
if colorunder = 4 (play "blue stop) 
if colorunder = 5 [play •red stop) 
if member? charunder soundlist (play 
charunder stop) 
learn 
end 

to learn 
if charunder = 32 (stop) 
play •question 
record charunder 2 
end 

Type GO 10 begin the program and click on letters on 
the page. · 

You may also wish to click on colored "bunons~ to 
perform a desired effect 

A Talking Wordprocessor 

This program will read the text on the Logo Writer page 
aloud and will ask you 10 teach it any word it doesn't 
recognize. 

8e sure to record a sound. called QUESTION, prior to 
running this prugram. 'llte suunll will be: stored with 
the page. 

The QUESTION sound should s;~y, •ptease read me 
the name of IM word to the left of tire cursor: 
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You also need 10 teach Logo Writer how to pronounce 
each letter in the alphabet by n:cording each lener and 
then naming the sound with the name of the leuer. You 
may use the LEARN. LETTERS (A B C 0 £ F 
G • • • I procedure to record the alphabeL Be sure to 
wait for the second beep after you have recorded • A • 
in order to record all of the letters properly. 

Type REi\0 to begin reading the texL 

to read 
top 
make •theword • 
top go 
end 

to go 
if textpos • textlen (say :theword 
stop) 
select 
cf 
ifelse selected a char 32 (unselect 
say :theword make •theword •J [play 
selected make •theword word :theword 
selected unselect I 
go 
end 

to say : theword 
if member? :theword soundlist [play 
:theword stop) 
play •question 
record :theword 4 
end 

---Extra Junk---

to learn.letters :list 
if empty? :list (stop) 
cc show first :list 
record first :list 2 
wait 3 
learn.letters bf .:list 
end · 

Jukebox (list I will play all of the sounds in the lisL Try 
typing JUKEBOX SOUNOLIST. 

to jukebox :list . 
if empty? :list !sto~l 
cc show first :list 
play first :list 
jukebox bf :list 
end 

to erase :list 

if empty? :list (stop) 
ersound first :list 
erase bf :list 
end 

01991 Gary S. StaJer 
Computer Education Consultant 
N.A.M.E. • Fallon Center 
Sl Oifford Drive 
WayRC, NJ 07470 USA 
voice: (201) 633·3121 
fax: (201) 628·8837 

LogoExpress: OAR YS 
BITNET: K0331@Applelink.applc.eom 
Applelink: K0331 
Compuserve: 73306.2446 
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ACEC'91 
CEGQ hosted the Ninth Australian Computers in Education Conference at Bond 

University, 23 .. 25th September. The venue was ideal (if unfinished in places), and as 
for the weather, like stepping out of midwinter into midsummer, complete with 
bushfrres in the background. 

With both Fred D'lgnazio and Jan Hawkins as keynote speakers, multimedia 
was a key theme. Fred's presentation especially was a 'bells and whistles' 
demonstration of aspects of the multimedia systems, orchestrated by LinkWay, the 
latest MS-DOS HyperCard clone. 

Before the conference itself were some LEGO Logo workshop sessions, which I 
missed because of the ACCE Board meeting, and there were other sessions and the 
Coombabah team in attendance throu~hout. 

What follows is a brief precis of each of the Logo or Logo related sessions, 
based largely on the published abstracts. A P indicates that the full paper appears in the 
proceedings, which are available from CEGQ . 

Anne McDougall: Programming as teaching the computer 
(A case for the revival of programming) 

p 

'This paper examines the metaphor of programming as teaching the computer 
noting the importance of programming languages for describing processes and other 
ideas not easily expressed in everyday language, and relates the precision of 
specification and description needed in programming to the skills of communication nd 
explanation needed for teaching, arguing that the exercise of such expression for 
communication increases an individual's understanding of the conceptual domain being 
considered. Based on this a case is presented for providing opportunities for students to 
develop sufficient skills in programming to be able to use programming to be able to 
use programming to support their learning and problem solving in other curriculum 
areas.' 

Several of the questions at the end revealed that the questioners misunderstand 
the reason for Logo, as a notation for the process of problem solving. One person even 
went as far as to suggest that students should be using CASE tools! 

Liddy Nevile: What would Piagcl say? 

'Only awareness is educable' Gaucgno 
'Logic should be on tap, not on top' Papert 

p 

'In this paper there is some discussion of the ideas of epistemological pluralism 
and imperative knowledge. It is argued that it is time for a reconsideration of how 
students are encouraged to learn and in what form they should expect to find and 
represent knowledge. It is suggested that it is time for teachers to take advantage of the 
programming facility of computers to provide for the high proportion of bricoleurs 
among the students.' 

l11e presentation was based on an idea from Holt, that letting some piece of 
knowledge, or skill, go by was like leaving something at McDonald's and having to go 
back for it. 

David Mitchell: Logo without houses 

'The aim of this presentation was to provide ideas for the use of Logo and 
LogoWriter in mathematics which do not rely on the teacher possessing advanced 
expertise with Logo or having access to a large amount of commercially prepared 
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material. The majority of the activities do not require any programming skills and a 
minimum knowledge of Logo commands.' 

Dave demonstrated the use of LogoWriter for exploring mathematical 
expressions likeJ: 

PR (4 * 100) + (8 .* 10) + (3 * 1) + (0 * 0.1) + (5 * 0.01) + (6 
* 0.001) 
PR 23.781 I 0.3 ~ 237.81 I 3 
PR 2 * 3 * 2 * 2 - 24 

There followed some demonstrations of student written programs for converiing 
fractions to decimals, interest and other percentage calculations, dice rolling, UTC4 
clock etc. 

Jenny Betts: The creation of databases using Logo Writer 

• Permitting the children to initiate their own accumulation of knowledge was the 
original intention of this project in Social Studies and so the idea of these students 
creating individualised databases to suit their needs was introduced. Even though their 
programming methods may have appeared crude, tol$ether the children and the 
presenter made some starthng discoveries. Not only dtd this project allow for the 
development of many programming skills applicable to all curriculum areas, but it 
fostered the accumulation of an extraordinary amount of knowledge of the processes 
involved in the gathering, synthesising and presentation of information.' 

Jenny professed to know no more Logo than HideTurtle when the project 
began, although that had clearly changed by the end. The students' skills in 'gathering, 
synthesising and presentation of information' had also developed considerably. 

The presentation included demonstrations of a number of student programs. 
Among the problems they needed to solve were those of allowing the user control of 
scrolling text, and the choice, through menus, of successive pages. The eventual 
method of scrolling was to use the arrow keys to control Curs or up and 
cursorDown. 

The biggest problem was searching for words in several pages of text. The 
solution was to usc LoadText and Search. 

Perhaps the most impressive piece of programming was a currency converter. 
The screen showed a map from PC Globe. As an arrow (redefined Turtle) was moved 
about the screen, the name of the country it crossed was printed in the command centre. 
The secret? Beneath the map was a screenful of text, in colour 0, invisible. 
CharUnder did the rest. No lists or coordinates, the screen as data. Neat, and devised 
unaided by Warwick Mitchell, a Y car 7 student5• More on this in the next edition. 

Karen Hallett Unravelling Rules and Exceptions p 

'How is our language structured? Are there simple sets of rules which 
determine how words and sentences can be created, modified and built into larger 
units? While the complexity and eccentricity of English may be obvious to adult 
language users, these questions represent a real challenge to a student who is beginning 

3 ·n,c ~umple expressions were Murcd on the llip hiuc of a page w1u were copied to the comnumu centre 
for scrolling to in turn. 
4 Universal Coordinated Time, what u~ to be known as GMT. Why are the initials in the wrong 
order'! Ask the French. 
S Why is it that 12 year olus can mn rings, figuratively speaking, armmu Year 12 students who o;eem 
hardly al>l" to program ti•emsclws out of a wet polygon? Perhaps incentive has something to do with 
it. Perhaps curriculum has something to uo with it too. 
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to use the language extensively. Perhaps just as challenging is the organisation of 
instruction so that students can untangle, and make explicit, the structure of the 
language in an exciting, constructive and rewarding manner. How can a student 'play' 
and solve problems with language apart from reading, writing, listening and speaking'/ 

This paper wiJI look at some ideas that grew from one small part of a 
professional development experience recently held at the Queensland Sunrise Centre, 
Coombabah State School. A number of perspectives will be offered, including those of 
adult users of language, teachers of language, as participants in a research project and 
as tool constructors in Logo.' 

Most of the work centred around plural ising nouns, a far from trivial task in 
English6. Karen demonstrated a number of student written procedures, in particular, 
one by Mar~o Lamond with a number of logical rules and a long list of exceptions. 
This is how 1t fared with words suggested by the audience: 

Singular Plural 
radius radius 
OX oxen 
cannon cannon 
salmon salmon 
ovum ovums 

Along the way we were introduced to sniglets, words that don't exist but ought 
to. Some samples: 

cheertrainaway 
honourschool 
layrabbitdose 

farewell unwanted visitors 
praise a school 
a dose of medicine which lays a rabbit out for 5 days 

Gary Stager New Environments for Intellectual Expression: Mac 
LogoWriter and LogoEnsemble 

(or, Over an hour of hyperactive hysterics by the past president of the Wayne Hills 
High School Computer Club) 

'This presentation will showcase two powerful new Logo-based environments, 
Logo Writer for the Macintosh and LogoEnsemble. This session will provide examples 
of how these two new software environments may be used across the curriculum and 
provide strategies for teachers interested in making Mac Logo Writer and LogoEnscmblc 
an integral part of their school. 'There will also be a demonstration of how interactive 
multimedia (including laserdiscs) and hypertext projects may be created with this 
software.' 

The features of Mac Logo Writer carne first, with the hypertext tools, the talking 
word processor (the screen as data again) and a videodisc demonstration. A quick 
introduction to LogoExpress followed, based mainly on a graphing package written 
during the conference, apparently the result of a 'dare' by some other software 
exhibitor. It quite happily graphed mixed data (eg. 1.6 metres and 10 em) from the 
database 'side' of the page. Would it replace AppleWorks? Perhaps not, but it was 

. more functional, and in any case, AppleWorks had simply produced 'fifth graders with 
secretarial skills.' 

ACEC'92 
Next year's ACEC wiJI be in Melbourne, July 5 .. 8th, with the theme 

'Computing the Clever Country?' f;t 

6 For an extended discussion of this, and other grammatical matters, see Goldcntll!rg, E P and 
Feurzeig, W Exploring Language with Logo, MIT Press, 1987 
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Resources 

Object Logo 2.51 rev2 
Received just as the previous issue went to press was the latest version of 

Object Logo. This release has a couple of new features, fixes a couple of bugs, and is 
System 7 compatible. Among the new features is the ability to cut and copy from a 
Turtle window (and paste directly into something else, like this, without saving the 
screen and going via a graphics package): 

There are new primitives to handle backgound patterns and colours, and a 'new 
Turtle initlist keyword, DuckP.' It's there to cover the case of multiple Turtles in the 
one window slowing each other's movements. 

Announced with the upgrade is a series of applications and utilities disks, 
written by users, a 'Frequent Promoter Program' as an incentive to 'sell' Object Logo, 
and the news that Brian Harvey's Computer Science Logo Style programs will be 
available on disk. 

Paradigm Software is in Cambridge MA (where else?), and Australian agents 
are Oxford Systematics (03) 459 9761, 

LogoEnsemble 
Expected 'real soon now' is the latest from LCSI. It's a combination of 

Logo Writer, LogoExpress, and a simple, but effective, database. The first version is 
for the Apple lias, but an MS-OOS version will come in about 18 months. 

The database forms a third side to a page (the page metaphor is now being 
stretched a bit), and consists of cells, something like a spreadsheet. New primitives 
allow access to the data in cells, rows and columns, including the ability to total and 
average numeric values. Other new primitives include logarithm, power, 
exponent and pi. Word processing, with bold (which shows in yellow on screen), 
italic and underline, can be in 80 or 40 columns. Turtle shapes are part of the page, 
instead of being on a separate shapes page, and the shape editor is greatly improved. 
Hit :Je-7 and you can print the shapes. The mouse is used for page flipping, scrolling, 
and for drawing like a paint program. 

The usual LCSI site licences and lab packs will be available, and the package 
comes with four sample databases with project material: Nutrition, Planets, Countries 
and Olympics. 

More when it arrives. 

The Nurnberg Funnel: Developing Minimalist Instruction for Praclical 
Computn Skill. 

With some experience, most of us can cope with new versions of Logo and 
other packages, new operating systems, and the like. But for the newcomer the 
computer represents an almost alien intelligence, with manuals and tutorials written in 
an incomprehensible foreign language. The technical writing profession has made great 
strides in recent years to make computers more accessible. 
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John Carroll is Manager of User Interface Theory and Design at the IBM 
Watson Research Centre. His book documents a number of ex~mental approaches to 
developing instructional materials, based on the 'minimalist' philosophy, that is, 
providing only the minimum of information, and putting the learner firmly in control. 

Much of the book is taken up with descriptions of the approaches taken by 
Carroll and his team, and discussions of the results and their statistical analysis. 
Beginning with a simple comparison between a minimum manual and the full system 
documentation (for the IBM Displaywriter), their materials evolved through guided 
exploration to 'training wheels', cut down systems with careful error trapping'. The 
consequences of errors were not confusing tangles, but, with appropriate feedback, 
opportunities to learn what was and was not appropriate. Carroll is well aware of the 
value of, and need for, errors by the Ieamer: 'If errors are never made or if they are 
made but not clearly analrzed, the learner will lack the raw material to construct an 
understanding that discrimmates between errors and nonerrors.' (p 87) 

Carroll fond that tutorials were often ineffectual, and in one case his most 
successful learners were two who did not use a tutorial but simply explored and learned 
by trial and error. Like most such tutorials, it, rather than the user, was in control. 

This, of course, is the crux of the matter, well summarised in a paragraph I 
found in my first cursory flip through the pages: 

'It is sometimes said that the 1mmotivated Ieamer cannot be helped and the motivated leam"r 
cannot be stopped. In dt!signing training, it is critical to recognise and to bear in mind always 
that adults learning to use computer equipment, often in the context or the workplace, already 
have goals. They do not come to computer applications to be drilled, led step hy ste1> through 
prerequisites. or tested for mastery or trivial skills. They want to get something done. 
Instruction that fails to support this motivational orientation fails as instruction.' (p 78) 

True not only of adults learning new skills and techniques in the workplace, but 
also of students in classrooms. Yet so often teachers do little more than give step by 
step drills of trivial skills, the kind of approach that gives rise to test questions like: 
'When inserting a row into a l Works I spreadsheet, does the new row appear above or 
below the cursor?' (You can think if a Logo example.) The kind of approach that 
Carroll shows to be ineffectual. 

It is perhaps rare to find learning theory discussed in a computing book, but this 
one could well be set as reading for educational psychology or instructional design 
courses. Chapter 4, entitled 'The Paradox of Sense-Making', is a well written critique 
of the systematic drill and practice approach, contrasted with constructionism. A 
number of prominent educationalists appear in the 24 page bibliography: Ausubcl, 
Bloom, Bruner, Gagne and Piaget arc there, and the list includes a well known book by 
Paper!. (Another to catch my eye was one by F. Smith; Insult to infl•lliMt'IICt•: 
BureaucraJic invasion of our classroom.) 

There is no Niimberg Funnel, the legendary device through which knowledge 
could be poured to make one wise very quickly. Knowledge and skills are not liquids. 
They cannot be passed as though they were parameters between the procedures and 
functions of a program. They are structures in the mind, built piece by piece as ideas 
and hypotheses are tested against perceived realities as the learner experiences the 
world. 

Carroll's book is a very welcome one, valuable to the technical writing 
. profession for which it was writtens, and valuable to all teach with computers. The 

details: Carroli,J. The NumberR Funnel: Designing Minimalist lnstrnctionfor Practical 
Computer Skill, MIT Press, 1990 

1 As a cyclist, I uon't believe in training wheels, but thai's another story. 
8 This (abridged) review was written for the S. Aus Society for Technical Conununication newsletter. 
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Missing out on the Mindstorms 

Bill Kerr 

Before 1 read Mindstonns and had only read about Mindsronns I gained the 
impression that Papert's educational philosophy was open ended discovery learning 
and that was about it. 

Some of the articles that I have since read about Logo or about Papert's 
philosophy convey just this sort of impression, They talk vaguely about the 'Logo 
philosophy' and about how some teachers who use Logo are aware and others are not 
aware of it. 

It could be that either some Logo commentators do not understand Papert or, 
alternatively, they water him down so as to make him appear more respectable. I don't 
think that this is right. If Papert's ideas are important then we ought to find out what he 
is on about and if they inspire us, passionately propagate them. After all, ideas when 
they are put into practtce do change the world, either for better or for worse. 

At best, some writers about Logo talk about the importance of Logo to problem 
solving, debugging (children reflectin& constructively about their 'mistakes') and using 
Logo to develop learning about learnmg and all that guff. In other words, the sort of 
reflections on Logo that often pass for informed educational comment are so consistent 
with current modern educational thinking they would scarcely cause a ripple in the mind 
of the informed teacher. No Mindstorms here! 

In my view the central tenets of Papert's thesis are educationally, socially and 
politically somewhat more radical. So, what is Papcrt really on about? 

Constructionism 
Papcrt's beliefs arc rooted very firmly in Piaget's findings about children's 

learning. Papcrt worked with Piaget for five years, applying his own expertise in maths 
to help build Piagct's theories. Two points from Piaget stand out: 

• Children build or construct their own intellectual structures. 
From this point arises the obligation of the modern teacher to restructure traditional 
subjects such as maths to fit the child. Hence, Papert has restructured maths by 
inventing the computing language Logo to fit the natural development of the child. 

• Children huild on what they know. Pia~et's term for children's 
continual baluncin~ of existin~ co~nili ve structures with new 
experiences is cquilihrution. 
From this point arises the obligation of the modern teacher to investigate the 
cognitive structures of their students and to interact with those cognitive structures 
in a subtle, not a heavy handed manner. 

Piaget found that incredible amounts of learning occur without formal teaching. In 
his work, Papert tries to discover and promote the factors that are causing this 
'hidden' learning and also asks 'Why is it that learning often does not occur with 
formal teaching (and often does occur without formal teaching)'? 

Malhsland: H.estructurinj!. traditional knowled~e 
Piagct was not an educational psychologist but a genetic epistemologist. These 

obscure words are highly significant. Papcrt had recently moved to a new lab at MIT 
which had been named the Learning and Epistemology Group. Clearly, epistemology is 
central to the concerns of Piagel and l'apcrt. So, what is cpistemolgy and what is 
genetic epistemology? 

Piaget has recognised it as a mistake to separate the learning process from what 
is being learned. The study of what is being learned is epistemology. Hence, a genetic 
epistemologist is a person who investigates the evolution of the structure of knowledge 
in the minds of young people. 
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This is a much more dynamic conception than a traditional psychology of the 
learning process which passively accepts the traditional structure of knowledge as a 
given. Piaget and Papert are suggesting that there is a dialectical relationship between 
knowledge and people. Papert quotes Warren McCulloch tellingly to make this point: 
'What is a man so m(Jf/e that he can understand numher and what is number so made 
that a man canwulerstmul it.' (Mindstonns, p 164) 

In looking at learning it is not enough to look at 'learning how to learn' (ic. 
concentrate on the Ieamer) but we need to study the basic structure of the subject itself. 
Papcrt investigates the basic structure of mathematics in some detail including a critique 
of the formal logical thinking emphasised in Bertrand Russell's Principia Mathematica 
and the 'new math' of the 1960 .. 70s.In Piaget and Papert's view the basic structure of 
maths is derived from the thinking of the Bourbaki school: order, proximity (topology), 
combination (algebra). In Papert's view it is not natural that advanced maths ideas are 
inaccessible to most. What Papert has tried to do is restructure maths so as to 
accommodate the natural tendencies of the child. Instead of mathophobia Papert hopes 
to create a mathsland where it will be natural to team maths, like learning to speak 
French in France. 

Logo was designed with this philosophical/mathematical background in mind. 
Logo was developed as a language so that mathematically naive users could learn how 
to program and control the computer as well as more sophisticated users. 

Tools, culture and people 
Change is inevitable but widespread change will only occur when there are 

significant changes in the wider culture. This applies to both social change and change 
in patterns of intellectual development 

The printing press on its own did not create poetry, but by spreading poetry 
around it helped to create new poets. The steam engine on its own dtd not create the 
industrial revolution. Tools are made by people and when tools call out for revolution 
they will speak through people. 

Computers will not create an educational revolution- Forget about computers 
(for a minute); culture is central to change. Papert is not a mechanical technological 
determinist. He is concerned with reconceptualising traditional subject domains and 
using, in this instance, the computer as a tool to help do this. 

This is a vitally important point when we come to evaluate the effectiveness of 
Logo for if Logo is rmplcmcntcd as a technical act (in a formal, teacher centred, 
Instructionist classroom) then obviously Papert's beliefs arc not being given a fair trial. · 
Papcrt has clearly rejected this technological determinism: 

'Technoc~ntrism r~f~rs to th~ tend~ncy to giw a •.. c~ntrality to a technical object -
for example computers or Logo ... (this) betmy(s) a tend~ncy to r~duce what are really 
the most important components of educational situations- poop!~ and cullur~- to a 
secondary, facilitating role. The context of human development is always a cullur~. 
never an isolated technology ... ' (Papert, quoted in Solomon, p.l28) 

Since culture is central to change then it follows that a teacher ought to aspire to 
be an anthropologist. The computer is merely one important recent addition to the 
cultural landscape. The question that the anthropologist/teacher ought to focus on is 
which cultural materials are relevant to intellectual development 

The computer will not replace the teacher. On the contrary, teachers will have to 
become more skilled to incorporate the new technology into the overall educational 
context: 

• Skilled in modem learning theories and psychology 
• Skilled in relating to a variety of children 
• Skilled in detecting new, important elements of their student's culture 
• Skilled in cross curricular applications 
• Skilled in computing 
• Able to apply a variety of skills creatively 
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These skills are necessary for a modem educational system. Currently. one of 
the main problems with regard to developing creative applications of computers in 
education is training teachers with these skills. But let's not blame the teachers for this 
when education departments and governments are not providing the time, the 
infrastructure or the educational insights to make it all possible. 

Papert has proposed a new field of teacher training called humanistic computer 
studies, where: 

'In my vision of this field ils prof~ssionals will need special combinations of 
com~l~nces. Apart from a foundation in scientific knowlooge and lechnological skill 
lh~y will need high de1,orees of psychological sensitivity and artistic imaginal ion. For 
the ones who will make the grealesl :;ocial contribution will be those who know how 
lo mold the computer into forms which people will love lo use and in ways which 
will lead them on lo enrichment and enbancemenl.' (from Solomon, p.133) 

The role of the computer 
If culture is central then what is the role of the technology? The new technology 

provides the underlying basis for a radical change in the educational and social system 
Computers are obviously an important new part of our popular cultural landscape (just 
like Bart Simpson!) and everyone agrees that their influence will grow in the future. 

However, the point is that the future possible pathways for education and 
society are manifold and that these decisions will be made in the cultural and political 
arenas- popular culture often determines political expediency 

In today's world computers will user in new cultural change but the sort of 
change that occurs will be fought out socially, in the world of business (how can 
productivity be maximised?), in the world of institutionalised education, in schemes for 
alternative schools, in the home with PCs, in the arcades with the latest computer 
games. There is no social inevitability about the future pattern of usage of computers. 

Computers may be used to increase productivity by crunching words, numbers 
and data. Others will use them as an expressive and creative tool to develop individuals 
with new insights into traditional subject domains, including human psychology. As a 
tool the computer is versatile enough to do both. Alan Kay has claimed that the 
computer can be used to simulate anything: 

• ... the computer is a mooium that can dynamically simulate the details of any othtll" 
mooium, including mooia that cannot exist physically ... it has degrees of freedom for 
representation and ellpres~-ion never before encounteroo and as yet barely investigated.' 
(Sunril"e Nules Number 2, June 1990, p.29) 

J>apcrl says that the role of the new technology is twofold: both instrumental 
and heuristic. 

Instrumental simply means that as-computers become cheaper, more powerful 
and more popular they will carry and spread the ideas and social relations embedded 
within them amongst larger and larger groups of people. Papert expresses the 
instrumental role of computers spreading ideas around very powerfully with the 
metaphor 'computer as a pencil'. 

The heuristic influence of computers Is a more complex and surprising idea. 
Computing Science is not fundamentally a technical science of computers. 

Rather, most of it is the science of descriptions and descriptive langua~es. Hence 
computing science (especially AI research) has something to offer leammg theory, 
since descriptive languages are used to talk about learning. At an elementary level it is 
clear that concepts such as input, output, feedback, subprocedures (modularisation), 
recursion, debugging and extensibility could provide at least part of a framework for 
explanations of biological and human behaviour. 

Papcrt and Minsky argue that ideas from computing science arc instruments of 
explanation of learning and thinking. More, they arc anstruments of changing, altering 
the way in which we learn and think. In this way computing science and AI Research 
has ushered in a whole new theory of human psychology as outlined by Minsky in 
Society of Mind. 
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l'aperl 's critique of the education system 
'Those who invented the automobile didn't do so by an in depth study of the 

horse and buggy.' is Papert's comment on the educational horse and buggy. 
Paper! is scathing of the established education system. He perceives our present 

schooling process as a technical act under the guiding methodology of Instruction ism. 
Although instruction is fine and an inevitable part of everyone's everyday 

learning this is different from lnstruetionisrn which is the entrenched methodology of a 
central person or curriculum transmitting pre-established pieces of information to an 
essentially passive, captive audience. Papert is against the teacher as technician under 
the control of the cumculum, against centralised control, against hierarchy, against the 
whole notion of a centralised curriculum and a~ainst accountability and national testing 
based on the above precepts. In short, Papert IS swimming against the current tide of 
educational tightening up in this country but in doing so he is giving us some powerful 
weapons to effectively oppose the current disastrous, straight-jacketing trend. Papert's 
weapons are the powerful ideas outlined above plus computer software (Logo), 
computer hardware and other hardware like LEGO. 

In a dynamic, living culture there is little place for a centralised curriculum 
because the culture will generate its own interesting, unpredictable challenges on a day 
to day basis. Attempts to impose a curriculum onto this culture would only serve to 
cramp the style and creative interest of those who work within the culture. 

lnstructionism is misguided because it treats children as empty vessels to be 
filled up with knowledge. Instruction ism ignores Pia~et who emphasises that children 
construct their own internal mental worlds by integrattng new information with already 
established structures (equilibration). 

Hence, Piaget's findings and not computers as such are at the centre of Papert's 
radical critique of the education system. Papert would oppose the use of computers for 
Computer Aided Instruction (CAl) such as maths drill as a band-aid to patch up a 
basically sterile system. 

In oppos1tion to lnstructionism, Papert advances the guiding principle of 
Constructiomsm for creating a humane and enriching education system The learning 
environment is about building and creating thin~s, eg. building rich cognitive structures 
internally and building things like LEGO machmes externally. In this environment the 
teacher is first and foremost a fellow Ieamer (who might spend more time instructing 
others simply because he/she may know more). 

There is nothing new in Papert's critique of the education system up until now. 
In the history of education there has always been alternative schools with an emphasis 
on freedom. These movements have never really caught on partly because ' ... they were 
unable to handle the more formal aspects such as mathematics or grammar or many 
parts of science.' (Papert, address to WCCE, 1990) So, what is new in Papert's vision 
m the use of modern technology (computers with Logo Writer and LEGO TC Logo) to 
make possible interesting constructivist maths, science and grammar for perhaps the 
frrst time ever, historically. 

Conclusion 
Many teachers are enthusiastic to start with. Then, after ten r,ears many teachers 

are burnt out Instructionist hacks, despite their best intentions. Don t blame the teacher, 
blame the system. 

Fundamentally, Papert influenced us because, if we really listen to him, he 
· politicises the educational debate in a highly practical way. Papert has taken the most 
traditional subjects, maths and science, and has begun to restructure them to fit the 
user. Paper! and his supporters have created an interesting maths-land and science-land 
that are both user friendly and powerful learning environments. 

Hence, Papert and the MIT group are creating conditions that make it possible 
for people to become passionate about educational options. LEGO TC Logo is 
something that you can take home and happily play with. It is hard to be passionate 
about maths drill and practice style textbooks, or lnstructionism- broadcasting 
essentially the same lesson year after year, marking Common Tests, or whether Sarah 
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was really worth a low A or a high B. Constructionism and Logo are different. It fits 
the user and has no ceiling in terms of expertise. 

Papert's ideas have the power to change lives and to change whole education 
systems (e.g. Costa Rica). Of course this will require a tremendous and possibly 
protracted educational/political struggle since the lnstructionist model casts such a long 
shadow. As in all meanmgful struggles the outcome is far from certain. 

Since Papert's ideas are revolutionary they are not for the faint hearted. It is 
very difficult to mentally step outside of a system you are working in, that you are part 
of, that you help to reproduce by your day to day actions and then to turn around and to 
say that it is fundamentally at fault. It is easier for Papert to make this critique than it is 
for the practising classroom teacher. In the final analysis, Papert invites us to have the 
courage to embark on the adventure of tearing down the old ways while creating the 
new ways of teaching and learning. 

tt 

OZLOGO 
A new Logo Special Interest Group 

During an ACEC'91 lunchtime an informal meeting was held to pablicise and 
explain OZLOGO. To quote from the brochure: 
'A Special Interest Group dedicated to teachers concerned with the use of Logo in 
primary, secondary and tertiary education has recently been formed. 
11te aims of the OZLOGO Group arc to: 
• Promote the use of Logo as a valuable educational tool. 
• Meet and share ideas. 
• Produce a regular Newsletter/Journal. 
• Run inservices for teachers and holiday seminars for students. 
• Provide a mutual support network.' 

Moving force behind OZLOGO is David Rasmussen, and anyone interested 
should contact OZLOGO at POB 1061 Richmond North Victoria 3121, or, if you have 
the right connections, OZLOGO@sunrise.bf.rmit.oz.au 

Wanted 

A working copy of Logo Writer for the Commodore 64, a version no longer 
supported by LCSI. Oakbank Area School's disk refuses to do anything. Can you 
help? 

Please contact either PO ALL or Richard Coyte at Oakbank Area School, Main 
Road, Oakbank SAus 5243 
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Bill Kerr is yet another victim of the state of state education in South Australia. 

He's now at Renmark High School after spending three terms at Padthaway Primary 
School (hctwc.-cn Kicth and Naracoorte). Before that he w<~s at lll~nlcy lligh for some 
years. llis family still lives al home in Adelaide. The system seems to lJc 
'fundamentally at fault.' 

Apple has released the Avalanche CD-ROM, with some 90MB of educational 
HyperCard material, much of it student written. Why should the HyperCardcrs have it 
all their own way? Send some Logo to the developers for the next edition 

Had an interesting question the other day from a student of someone who was 
conspicuous by his absence at ACEC'91 (He apparently couldabeen heard on 
Melbourne radio talking football). Student wanted to write a virus in LogoWriter, 
inspired by this one on p 54 of Thinking wgo, ... 

TO Replicate.o :generation 
PR SE (This is] WORD "Replicate. :generation 
POTS 
DEFINE WORD "Replicate :generation + 1 

TEXT WORD "Replicate :generation 
ER WORD •Replicate :generation 
RUN LIST WORD •Replicate :generation + 1 :generation + 1 
END 

... and he wanted it to spread, be difficult to detect, and to change procedures. 
Best I could do was this: 

to startup 
if front? [flip] 
top 
pr [to x] 
pr [top select] 
pr [repeat 7 [cd]] 
pr [copy] 
pr [pr • pastel 
pr [x] 
pr [end] 
X 

end 

Fortunately, or unfortunately, depending on your point of view, Logo Writer is 
largely immune to the kind of tricks that can be played with other Logos (and have been 
described in earlier issues of POALL). But my original purpose was not to be 
malicious, but to draw attention to questions of recursion, self-reference, and self
replication. I suggested he rethink the project. 

Coombabah seems to be where the action is. While the primary crew was at 
ACEC, a secondary team was on the way to success at the 1991 Pedal Prix at the 
Adelaide International Raceway. A century after the safety bicycle took over from the 
ordinary (ie. the penny farthing), the bicycle and its cousin the HPV are enjoying a 
resurgence that seems likely to continue, with increasing traffic/fuel costs/greenhouse 
as incentives. Incidentally, that well known cyclist, who today would wear 'cycling 
clothes, fluorescent to be seen', Mulga Bill, rode a safety bicycle, not an ordinary. 
Banjo was among the writers to disparage the new machine. 

What has that to do with Logo? Nothing, except that the Pedal Prix organisers 
understand constructionism. We learn about things by building them, in either 
hardware or software. 


